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General Information

Meeting Logistics

- Have a question during the meeting?
  - Click on the chat button at the bottom of your Zoom window and someone from the project team will respond.

- Have a friend that was not able to attend, or did you miss something?
  - No Problem! A recording of the meeting will be posted online to the project page, along with a survey of the polling questions.
  - A paper survey will also be available at the BPL-to-Go set up at the Central Library.

- Visit the project page on bpl.org for updates!
  - www.bpl.org/mckimmasterplan/
Project Schedule
Proposed Community Meeting Dates

Visioning & Program Phase
1. Listening & Idea Generating
2. Common Themes & Priorities

Concept Design Phase
3. Concept Progress & Options
4. Concept Refinement & Share-Out

Agenda
Community Meeting #2 - Common Themes & Priorities

PART 1
Project Overview & Meeting Recap

PART 2
Program Ideas & Interactive Polling

PART 3
Optional Group Break-Out Session
PART 1

Project Overview & Meeting Recap
Project Focus
McKim Building & Dartmouth St. Plaza

McKim Entrance
Aerial View
View towards Copley Square
Project Focus
McKim Building Section
Project Focus
3rd Floor

Currently the only publicly accessible space on the 3rd floor

1. Sargent Gallery
2. Cheverus Room
3. West Corridor
4. Wiggin Gallery
5. Cushman Room
6. Koussevitzky

Bolyston St.

Dartmouth St.
Community Meeting #1

Summary

1. Presentation

11 Moderators

69 Public Participants (including 16 library staff members)

80 Total Participants

2. 10 Break-Out Q&A Sessions (3-6 participants each)

3. Group Presentations

75 Total Responses
Community Meeting #1
Aligning Priorities for the Project
Project Mission
McKim Master Plan

Reference & Research
Support general interest work and academic studies by providing improved physical and technological resources in a centrally located environment.

Education & Experimentation
Foster educational experiences for K-12 and life long learning by expanding the access to and reimagining the interaction with the Library’s research and special collections.

People & Culture
Share and celebrate the story of the community and the Library’s connection with the growing diversity of patrons through interactions and experiences.
Project Goals
McKim Master Plan

Enhance the Visitor Experience of:

Building
Collections
Services
Project Priorities
Justice, Equity, Diversity & Inclusion

FREE-TO-ALL
Project Priorities
Addressing Accessibility

Both Physical & Information
Project Priorities
Wayfinding

Where can I find...
Project Priorities

Collections

Scholarship & Stewardship
PART 2

Program Ideas & Interactive Polling
General Information

Meeting Logistics

- Have a question during the meeting?
  
  Click on the chat button 📣 at the bottom of your Zoom window and someone from the project team will respond

- Have a friend that was not able to attend, or did you miss something?
  
  No Problem! A recording of the meeting will be posted online to the project page, along with a survey of the polling questions.

  A paper survey will also be available at the BPL-to-Go set up at the Central Library

- Visit the project page on bpl.org for updates!
  
  www.bpl.org/mckimmasterplan/
General Information

Interactive Polling

- Choose as many answers as you like!
- Please note that you may need to scroll down to see all of the information.
- When you are finished, hit the (Submit) button at the bottom of the survey.
### Exterior Activation
1. Copley Connection
2. Awareness
3. Amenities
4. Public Art & Events

### Interior Activation
1. Destinations
2. Amenities
3. Display & Exhibits
4. Arts
5. Youth & Families
PART 2 - SECTION 1

Exterior Activation
Exterior Activation
Celebrate & Expand the Possibilities

What else can the plaza offer?
Connection to Copley Square

EXTERIOR

- No change necessary

- Some connection needed: occupy Dartmouth Street for events

- Some connection needed: seasonally close Dartmouth Street

- Strong connection needed: reduce traffic/ close Dartmouth Street

Copley Square, image via Google Earth
Connection to Copley Square

EXTERIOR
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• Some connection needed: occupy Dartmouth Street for events

• Some connection needed: seasonally close Dartmouth Street

• Strong connection needed: reduce traffic/ close Dartmouth Street

share your preferences now
• Signs - Analog
• Signs - Digital
• Banners
• Projections
• Outdoor Library Information
• Interpretive Paving
• Visual Connections
Awareness
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EXTERIOR

- Signs - Analog
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- Projections
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image via Google Earth
• Signs - Analog
• Signs - Digital
• Banners
• Projections
• Outdoor Library Information
• Interpretive Paving
• Visual Connections
• Other

share your preferences now
Amenities

EXTERIOR

- Trees & Planting
- Tables & Chairs
- Benches
- Lighting
- Street Vendors
- Outdoor Community Workspace
Amenities
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- Trees & Planting
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- Lighting
- Street Vendors
- Outdoor Community Workspace

New Bedford Courthouse, Stoss
Image via BPL

Harvard Plaza, Stoss

Bryant Park Reading Room, image via Wikimedia
Amenities

EXTERIOR

- Trees & Planting
- Tables & Chairs
- Benches
- Lighting
- Street Vendors
- Outdoor Community Workspace

Harvard Plaza, Stoss
City Deck, Stoss
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Public Art & Events

EXTERIOR

- Outdoor Movies
- Concerts + Performances
- Play
- Public Celebration + Demonstration
- Expanded Farmers Market
- Arts Fair
- Book Fair
- Outdoor Reading Room
Public Art & Events

EXTERIOR

• Outdoor Movies
• Concerts + Performances
• Play
• Public Celebration + Demonstration
• Expanded Farmers Market
• Arts Fair
• Book Fair
• Outdoor Reading Room

Movies by Moonlight, image via Wikimedia
Open Air Cinema, image via Wikimedia
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PART 2 - SECTION 2

Interior Activation
Interior Activation
Celebrate & Expand the Possibilities

What else can McKim offer?
Destinations

- Public & Community Meetings
- Tours - Guided
- Tours - Self Guided
- Exhibits
- Research & Reference “One Stop”
- Lectures & Demonstrations
- Learning Center
- Immigrant Orientation Center
Destinations

INTERIOR ACTIVATION
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• Exhibits
• Research & Reference “One Stop”
• Lectures & Demonstrations
• Learning Center
• Immigrant Orientation Center
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Amenities

INTERIOR ACTIVATION

- Cafe (casual)
- Dining & Lounge (formal)
- Meeting Rooms ( reservable)
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Display & Exhibits

INTERIOR ACTIVATION

- Changing Exhibit Gallery
  - Special Collections Showcase
  - Outside Exhibitions
- Flexible Gallery
- Community Showcase
- Study Gallery & Holding Area
- Dispersed (“nooks & crannies”)
- Boston Cultural Center
- Interpretation
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• Performance
• Video Installation
• Music/Concerts - inside
• Continue Courtyard Concerts
• Listening/Viewing Rooms
• Audio/Visual Recording & Multi-Media Lab
• Makerspace/Demonstration Lab
• Multi-use Activity Zones
Arts
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Youth & Families

INTERIOR ACTIVATION

• Tours for young audiences
• Children’s Exhibits
• Flexible Learning Space: (Demo & Activity Room)
• Hands-On Classroom
• Replicas/Recreations - “Petting Zoo”
• Story/History Nook
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Optional Group Break-Out Session
General Information
Join the Conversation

To mute or unmute yourself:

Click on the microphone in the lower left of your Zoom window

OR

If you are calling in from your phone, press *6
Thank you for joining us!

Remember to visit the project page on bpl.org for the recording of this meeting, an online survey of the polling questions, and other project updates.

www.bpl.org/mckimmasterplan/